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Cmdr. Bradley
::grinning::

Lt. Taylor
::heads towards helm with a bouncy step::

Anders
:: standing on bridge at engineering station, hoping Kisay doesn;t mind my being up here ::

Lt. Dara Olbrun
<Denhorn> @::pacing by the airlock::

Kelly_Quest
::::exits ready room to the bridge::::::moves toward the TL to head to the Shuttle bay::::::::

LTJG StarDust
::standing at attention in the shuttle bay:::

Cmdr. Bradley
::while on the bridge::

LtJG K'tarn
::at starbase 35;s brig::

LtJG K'tarn
Roth: Are the prisnor read?

Lt. Taylor
::sits at helm...so glad to be back::

warp33
::standing in the shuttle bay::

Cmdr. Bradley
::figures it's time to head for the shuttlebay::

Lt. Taylor
::notices sticky fingerprints.......::

LtJG K'tarn
<roth>K'tarn: yes thier all yours::

Anders
:: follows Captain into TL ::

Lt. Dara Olbrun
<Olbrun>@::waiting on Starbase 223, after having said goodbye to Angus::

LtJG K'tarn
::motions for his sec squad to get the prisnors::

ChrisCW
::heading for shuttle bay:;

Lt. Taylor
::makes mental note to upbraid Ensign Sears on his pitiful attempt at keeping Helm clean::

Kris_AGM
<<<<Just so you all know....Tiffany a.k.a. Lt. Olbrun will also be an NPC tonight as archaeologist Denhorn>>>>

Kelly_Quest
::::::nods to Maverick :::::::orders the TL to the shuttle bay::::::

Anders
:: sputtering :: Nice day, Captain... :: smacks self for saying that ::

LTJG StarDust
<Sears>::discovers housekeeping didn't get the FCO console cleaned on their last round::

Cmdr. Bradley
Ensign Rockman: Ensign, you have the bridge.::heads to shuttlebay::

Lt. Taylor
::hums to herself as she rubs the sticky spot off the display with her sleeve::

LtJG K'tarn
::leads his "party" to the griffon::

Anders
:: moving away from Capt. to other side of TL ::

Kelly_Quest
:::holds the TL for Bradley:::::::

LtJG K'tarn
::arrives at the Griffons docking bay:::

Ens. Rockman
::stands on the bridge afraid to sit down::

LtJG K'tarn
Smith: Take the prisnor to the the brig and leave a message for thier sup to conact me

ChrisCW
::entering shuttle bay::

Cmdr. Bradley
::gets in TL::

Cmdr. Bradley
::nods at the CO::

Anders
:: feels sort of strange with the 2 head officers on the ship by himself ::

Anders
:: coughs ::

LtJG K'tarn
<smith>K'tarn: AYe sir ::Heads for the griffon's brig with the prisnors::

Lt. Dara Olbrun
<Denhorn>@::checks his itinerary::

LtJG K'tarn
::heads for the shuttle bay::

Lt. Kisay
::::fiddling with Plasma phase inducers::::::

Kelly_Quest
:::::remains quiet as TL head to the shuttle deck:::::::

Cmdr. Bradley
CO: how was your leave, Captain?

Lt. Taylor
::checking status of warp drive::

Kelly_Quest
Bradley: it was.....nice.

Cmdr. Bradley
::folds arms behind back::

Anders
:: keeps on shaking the entire ride feeling little among the CO and XO ::

Lt. Taylor
::checking projected course against stellar cartography charts::

Cmdr. Bradley
CO: nice?  That's all?

Kelly_Quest
::::::smiles as the TL stops:::::::exits the lift to the Shuttle bay:::

Lt. Taylor
::notices what looks like a peanut shell underneath her chair::

Anders
:: walks out behind the CO and XO ::

Kelly_Quest
::::::enters the Shuttle bay::::::::

LTJG StarDust
Shuttle Bay: Captain on deck!

Cmdr. Bradley
::shrugs shoulders and exits to the shuttlebay::

Anders
:: enters Shuttle bay ::

Lt. Dara Olbrun
<Olbrun>@::glances down at her chronometer, wondering if she should just have stuck with Angus::

LTJG StarDust
::still standing at attention::

LtJG K'tarn
::arrives at the entrance to the shuttlebay and see the co and xo enter::

Cmdr. Bradley
Crew: ATTENTION on deck!

LtJG K'tarn
::russ in behind the co hopping his not late::

Lt. Taylor
::amazed Ensign Sears didn't ram the ship into the Starbase::

Kelly_Quest
::::::hears crew come to attention::::::moves to the raised podium:::::

warp33
::straightens to attention::

Lt. Kisay
{#} Taylor:  Things are kinda slow down here, You busy?  If not let's set up a remote link of Tic-Tac-Toe through the consoles.  I'm already to go if you are.

Anders
:: stands at attention ::

LTJG StarDust
<Capt is on her way back...one sec she got room tossed>

LtJG K'tarn
::snaps to attention::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
ALL: As you were.

warp33
::relaxing just a bit::

Lt. Taylor
{#} Kisay: Lieutenant, I believe we are supposed to be in the shuttle bay at this time?

LtJG K'tarn
::goes to "klingon" at ease::

Cmdr. Bradley
::glances around the room at the rest of the crew::

Anders
:: still at full attention ::

Lt. Taylor
::runs from the bridge suddenly realizing she's late::

Cmdr. Bradley
::wondering where Taylor and Kisay are::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
ALL: We are 15 minutes from launch, so I will make this regrettably short.........

Lt. Kisay
:::  Glances around ::::  Damn... :::walks towards shuttle bay and gets coffee on the way......:::::::

Anders
:: trembling and looking sort of pale ::

Lt. Taylor
::hops  on the nearest TL and prays it gets there in time::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
:::::::offers a concilatory smile:::::::::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
ALL:  Attention to orders !

Lt. Kisay
::::  Runs in Spilling coffee on the floor :::::::::

Lt. Taylor
::sighs....first ten minutes back  on the ship and already late....GREAT impression::

LtJG K'tarn
<smith>::heads to desk and begins writting memos to the three crewmembers sup about what happens::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
ALL: Lt(jg) K'tarn, Lt(jg) Snow, Lt (jg) Love, Lt(jg) Stardust......front and center

LtJG K'tarn
::wonders what the meeting about::

Cmdr. Bradley
::makes a mental note to speak with Kisay and Taylor later::

LtJG K'tarn
::Moves foward::

Lt. Kisay
::::  Sips what little coffee is left in the cup :::::

Lt. Taylor
::enters shuttle bay::

warp33
::stepping forward.::

LTJG StarDust
::steps forward::

ChrisCW
::stepping forward::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
ALL: By order of Starfleet command, it is my pleasure to promote these officers to the rank of Full Lieutenant.

Lt. Kisay
:::::  Slouches and smiles at Taylor while glancing through Engineering reports not too concerned with what's being said::::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
:::reaches for 4 boxes on the podium::::::hands them to Bradley to do the honors::::::::::::

LTJG StarDust
::tries not to smile::

LtJG K'tarn
::breaks into a grin::

Lt. Taylor
::feeling pretty stupid::

Cmdr. Bradley
::walks to podium and takes the boxes:: CO: Aye, sir.

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
:::waits for the pinning:::::::;

Anders
:: frowns as he remembers that he is late often because of stupid sickness that he got ::

LtJG K'tarn
<smith>::finshes report and begins work on other paperwork::

Lt. Kisay
::::  whispers under breath :::::  That's Honours....

Cmdr. Bradley
::moves to Stardust::Ziggy: Congrats old friend.  ::Pins on the pips::

LTJG StarDust
Bradley: Thanks. ::grins::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
:::::::renders a salute to Stardust::::::

Cmdr. Bradley
::moves to Snow with a grin:: Doctor: Congratulations, LT.  ::pins pips::

LTJG StarDust
::salutes Bradley:: ::steps back::


Anders
:: thinks "great! I'm the only or one of the only Lt. JGs of the Junior and Senior staff ::


Capt. J. Crazyhorse
::::renders salute to Snow::::::::

Cmdr. Bradley
::moves to K'Tarn::

ChrisCW
Bradley: Thank you sir ::wanting to jump up and down....restraining self::

Lt. Kisay
::::  Sips last of coffee and taps foot :::::

Cmdr. Bradley
K'Tarn: Congratulations, Lt. ::pins on pips::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
:::::renders salute to K'tarn:::::::

ChrisCW
::salutes ::

LtJG K'tarn
::reutrns the captain salute::

LtJG K'tarn
Xo: Thank you sir

Cmdr. Bradley
::moves over to Love::Good Job, Lt. ::pins on pips::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
:::::::renders salute to Love:::::

warp33
Bradley: thank you sir. 

Cmdr. Bradley
::looks around:: Now, did I get everybody?

warp33
::returning salute..::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
:::::::steps back to podium;::::::

Anders
 :: whispers ::You forgot me, sir!

Lt. Kisay
::::  Snickers ::::  Yeah uh sir!  I was suppose to be promoted to Fleet Admiral...  ::::  Yawns and goes back to Engineering reports::::

Lt StarDust
::thinking this has been a red letter day...new console, new pips, and just can't wipe the lopsided grin off of his face::

Anders
:: thinks "Hey! I need a new chair" ::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
ALL:  There will be a promotion party in the ships lounge during our trip to SB 223. :::::::smiles::::::

Cmdr. Bradley
::makes another mental note to speak with Kisay first::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
ALL: Dismissed. Prepare for immediate launch.

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Bradley: Mr Bradley......

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
::::::motions to him:::::::

Lt K'tarn
::wonders if his new pip has anything to do with saving the captain life a while back::

Lt. Taylor
::heads for the turbo lift::

Lt StarDust
::heads for the bridge:::

Cmdr. Bradley
::walks over to CO.  Towers over her::

Lt.Blade Love
::looks at Dr. Snow, smiles..::

Lt. Kisay
:::::  Nods and heads back to Engineering behind Taylor ::::  You up for that Game Lt.?

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Bradley: <low voice, face reddened> You *will* find out why my chief of engineering is drinking coffee and *yapping* during this ceremony !

Lt. Taylor
<turns around> Kisay: I am headed up to the Bridge...my shift is about to start

Lt K'tarn
{#}Smith: Have you contact the sup?

Anders
:: quietly leaves shuttle bay and heads for engineering alone looking at a PADD he carried into the shuttle bay ::

ChrisCW
::heads for sick bay....big smile, sees Blade smiling too::

Lt.Blade Love
::heading for TL::

Anders
:: reading heavily, doensnt mind no promotion ::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
::::::heads to the TL at a swift pace:::::::

Lt. Kisay
:::  Nods to Taylor :::: Sure I'll talk with you later eh?

Lt. Taylor
::riding TL to Bridge::

Cmdr. Bradley
CO: no problem.  I've already made a not to myself to speak with him Maverick, and maybe even Taylor.

Lt StarDust
::taking his seat on the bridge, still grinning as he runs his hands on the new console::

Cmdr. Bradley
::keeping up with CO::

Lt K'tarn
<smith>{#}K'tarn: Yes sir

Lt K'tarn
::notices the captain leaving


Lt. Dara Olbrun
<Olbrun>@::catches sight of Denhorn, and internally shudders::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
:::::nods to Bradley as she enters the TL::::::::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Bridge !!

Lt K'tarn
Bradley: Sir i need to tal to you

Anders
:: enters engineering ::

Lt.Blade Love
::TL doors open to the bridge, stepping out.::

Lt. Taylor
::arrives on Bridge and crosses to helm::

Anders
:: trips over chair as he hevaily reads PADD ::

Lt. Taylor
::smiles at Stardust as she passees by::

Anders
DOH!

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
:::::arrives on Bridge:::::;

Lt. Kisay
::::  Sits Down in Engineering :::::  ::::  Yawns :::::  {#} Maverick:  Let's get these Engines up to Specs I require your help in engineering.

Lt.Blade Love
::heading to Science 1..::

Cmdr. Bradley
::watches the CO go and turns to K'Tarn::Yes, Lt?

Lt K'tarn
<jones>::at tac station::

Lt StarDust
::grins at Taylor:: Welcome back.

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Taylor: <still annoyed from ceremony speaks gruffer than intended>  Contact the station. We are leaving.

Anders
::hits floor and starts swearing as Kisay contatcs him ::

Lt K'tarn
<jones>ALL:Captain on the bridge

Anders
Kisay: I am here in Engineering

Lt. Taylor
CO: Yes sir

Lt K'tarn
Xo: Sir i have the three crewmeber that got arrest on the station in the brig 

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Taylor: Thrusters at station keeping. release mooring embilicals.

Anders
:: notices the PADD is broken... picks it up and sets it on my little desky thing ::

Lt.Blade Love
::noticing a very clean station..::

Lt K'tarn
Xo: Do you wish to speak with them and their superviors?

Lt. Taylor
::entering commands on display:: CO: Yes sir

Lt. Kisay
:::  Turns around :::::  Woah ok... get into that Jeffries tube and up the Plasma intake regulator by 0.00000000097% Report back in 15 minutes.

Cmdr. Bradley
K'Tarn: ah, yes.  I was going to ask you about them.  Just a fight wasn't it?

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
K'tarn: Very well. Notify the XO to hold mass on the crewmen.

Lt K'tarn
<jones>::runs level two diag on tac systems::

Lt. Taylor
CO: Sir, ready on your command

Anders
Sir, Don;t you mean 0.00000000098%?

Lt K'tarn
Xo: Sir yes sir

Lt.Blade Love
::filing data from last mission in archives..::

Anders
0.0000000000097% is not as smart of a move as my suggestion

ChrisCW
::enters sick bay::

Lt StarDust
:::monitoring ships systems::

Lt K'tarn
<jones>::gets a ok back from computer::

Anders
Kisay: no offense, sir.

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Taylor: take us out, Mr Taylor. You are cleared to warp nine once we clear the station.  

Lt. Taylor
CO: Yes sir

Lt. Kisay
:::  Shakes head ::::: no.... I'd rather not blow the engines up at this point in time

Lt. Taylor
::thrusters engage::

Lt K'tarn
<jones>Co: Tac station is green sir

Anders
:: smacks self and remembers what taht i'm tlaking about Plasma Intake

Cmdr. Bradley
K'Tarn: I'll speak to them while enroute to Starbase.  In the mean time,  send me a report with a reprimand in their files.

Lt. Taylor
::moving away and preparing for Warp::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
:::::relaxes a tad as she slips into the center seat::::::

Lt K'tarn
Xo: Aye sir.  Do you want me to relase them to their sup in the mean time or hold them?

Lt. Taylor
::feeling a bit *stung* at being put in the same category as Maverick for being a little mixed up her first ten minutes back after  an absence of a month::

ChrisCW
::reviewing med. files::

Anders
:: gets in Jefferies tube and opens the panel controlling Plasma Intake ::

Lt. Kisay
::::  Walks over to the Engineering Console :::::  :::::  Taps in a few commands :::::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
:::::::notices Taylor's glance::::

Cmdr. Bradley
K'Tarn: confine them to quarters for now.  I don't think a talking to their sup's will do much.  

Lt. Taylor
CO: Preparing to engage warp engines

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Taylor: Warp speed.

Anders
:: hits head with panel after pulling to hard ::

Lt K'tarn
Xo: Aye sir


Anders
:: changing intake ::


Lt. Taylor
::engaging warp engines::

Lt K'tarn
<jones>::runs sensor tac sensor sweep for any other carft::

Kris_AGM
<<<43 minutes have passed and the Griffon is now approaching Starbase 223>>>

Cmdr. Bradley
::feels the ship go to warp speed::

ChrisCW
::notices many of the crew is over due for physicals:;

Anders
Intake is now at 0.00000000097%...

Lt StarDust
::watches the power read outs on the console::

Lt K'tarn
::at tac station::

Lt. Taylor
CO: Sir we are approaching SB 223

Anders
Kisay: Intake is now at 00000000097%

Lt. Dara Olbrun
<Denhorn>@::gets the response that the Griffon is on the way::

Anders
Kisay: Request permission to work on the bridge

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Taylor: Very well. Hail the station for docking clearance. Reduce to Impulse

Lt. Taylor
::feeling so much better now that 43 minutes have passed and she feels more comfortable at her position::

Lt. Taylor
::reduces to impulse::

Lt StarDust
::smiling thinking of the fun they had at the short party in the lounge on the trip here::

Lt. Taylor
::hails station::

Lt. Kisay
::::  Looks at on-screen cronometer.....:::::  Maverick:  Yeah sure go ahead... I got stuff down here

Cmdr. Bradley
{#}Kisay: Lt. report to my quarters once we've docked, please.

ChrisCW
::making a list......::

Anders
:: heading for Bridge ::

Station Grunt
{#} Yes, this is Starbase 223.  Go ahead.

Lt. Kisay
{#}  :::::rolls eyes::::  Aye Sir.....

Lt K'tarn
::prepares tac deparment for docking::

Anders
:: walks onto bridge after TL ride and sits by Science station ::

Lt. Taylor
SB 223: Request docking permission

Cmdr. Bradley
::notices Maverick walk onto bridge::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
::::::looks at Maverick:::::::cocks an eyebrow::::::

Lt. Dara Olbrun
<Olbrun>@::hears that the Griffon will be docking, and goes to the docking bay.

Station Grunt
Griffon:  ::yawning::  Docking permission granted.  Proceed to docking port 23. 

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Maverick: Nothing to do in engineering Mr Maverick?

Lt. K'tarn
<smith>::finshes hand weapons inv::

Anders
:: double checks Plasma Intake :: Ok, Plasma intake is at 0.00000000097% and holding, just like I set it at

Lt. Taylor
CO: We are cleared to dock at port 23. Proceeding now

Lt. Dara Olbrun
<Denhorn> *Crazyhorse*: Permission to come aboard, Captain.

Anders
Captain: I am working here on the bridge, unless you object to that

Lt.Blade Love
Maverick: Maverick, can i help you with something..?

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Taylor: proceed, Mr Taylor.

Lt. Kisay
:::::  Gets another coffee and heads for the XO's quarters :::::::

Cmdr. Bradley
::turns to K'Tarn::Lt.  Do you have security ready for our new crew and passengers?

Lt. K'tarn
Xo: Aye sir.   Honor gaurd standy bye

Anders
Love: No sir, i'm fine...

Cmdr. Bradley
::walks over to TL::

Lt. Taylor
::going through docking procedures::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Maverick: Unless something on my bridge is broken, Mr Maverick, I believe you would be best serving in engineering.

Cmdr. Bradley
K'Tarn: good. You may release those three crewmen too.

Anders
CO: Yes, sir... :: frowns and heads into TL ::

Lt StarDust
::double checks that quarters have been assigned for all 37 new crew members:::

Lt. K'tarn
<jones>::stand at dock port on the griffon think anout how much he hates honor guard duty::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
*Denholm* Permission granted.

Anders
:: slouches in TL ::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
*Denholm* Welcome aboard.

Lt. Taylor
CO: Docking procedures completed

Cmdr. Bradley
CO: Sir, with your permission, I'll be in a meeting in my quarters.::gives CO a knowing look::

Anders
Engineering, please..

Lt. K'tarn
XO: Aye sir ::hits some buttons::

Lt. Dara Olbrun
<Denhorn> @::gathers his team, and beams aboard::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Bradley: granted, #1

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
:::::returns look:::::::::

Cmdr. Bradley
::gets in TL and heads to quarters::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
::::::stands:::::::heads to other TL:::::::

Lt StarDust
:::sees noone is homeless::


Lt. Dara Olbrun
<Olbrun> *Griffon* Permission to come aboard, Sir?

Anders
:: gets off at engineering and gets a Coke and sits looking at a report ::

Lt. Kisay
::::  Standing at Bradley's Quarters ::::

Lt. Dara Olbrun
<Denhorn> ::goes straight for the bridge::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
:::::::at the bridge TL::::::::

Lt. Dara Olbrun
<Olbrun> ::waits for acknowledgement from the bridge::

Lt. Taylor
::verifying completion of docking procedures::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Taylor: I am going to meet our guests. You have the bridge Mr taylor.

Lt. Blade Love
::performing standard planetary scans..::

Lt. Taylor
::nods at CO::

Lt. K'tarn
<jones>Denhorn: Weclome on board

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Taylor: please acknowledge that officer. 

Lt. Dara Olbrun
<Denhorn> ::nods impatiently::

Cmdr. Bradley
::comes around the corner and sees Kisay standing at his quarters::Kisay: sorry I'm late.  Come on in.

Lt StarDust
<Sears>::comes out of hiding to take helm while Taylor has the bridge::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
::::;enters the TL:::: heads to the docking collar:::::::

Lt. Kisay
::::  Saunjers in to the XO's quarters ::::  Nice Place Sir.....

Lt. Dara Olbrun
::Olbrun beams aboard, and goes to her quarters to drop off her bags::

Lt. Dara Olbrun
::then she heads for the bridge::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
<Taylor> *Olbrun* Permission granted. Welcome aboard

Lt. Kisay
:::::  Stands at somewhat attention next to the XO  :::::::

Cmdr. Bradley
::motions to a chair:: Have a seat.

Lt StarDust
<Sears>::cowers at the helm console::

Lt. Taylor
::shakes head after momentary dizziness::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
::::::enters the docking area:::::::looks for the archeological team::::::sees K'tarn and his security team:::::;;smiles::::::

Cmdr. Bradley
::sits down behind a desk and shuffles through some data chips::

Lt. Dara Olbrun
::boards a TL, and goes straight for the bridge::


Lt. Dara Olbrun
<Denhorn> ::goes to meet the Captain, had outstretched::


Lt StarDust
::has quarters assignments downloaded onto each new members orders::

Cmdr. Bradley
::finally looks up at Kisay and puts his feet up on the desk::

Lt. K'tarn
<jones>::see the captain: Co: Hello sir

Lt. Kisay
::::  Sips coffee ::::  Yes sir?

Lt. Dara Olbrun
<Denhorn> Captain: Thank you for having us aboard.

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Denhom: Welcome aboard !

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Denhom: It is our pleasure.

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Jones: Please see to the quartering of Mr Denhom's team

Lt. K'tarn
::heads to cargo transport room 3 for a shipment of new Phaser rifles::

Lt. Dara Olbrun
<Denhorn> ::nods again, and then begins walking, a large notebook in his hand::

Lt. Taylor
::sits on bridge not quite knowing what to do....still feeling disoriented after that dizzy spell::

Cmdr. Bradley
::looks pointedly at the cup of coffee in Kisay's hand::Kisay: Lt.  You had coffee at the ceremonies earlier today.  Right?

ChrisCW
::finishing up date of med. records::

Lt. K'tarn
::Arrives at cargo tr 3::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Denhom: :::motions ::::::::: Could we perhaps have some tea and talk? or would you like to freshen up first?

Lt. Kisay
::::  Nods :::::  Yes.....  Hell I never knew we had ceremonies until I was told inadvertantly....  I was too engulfed in my work I guess sir.

Lt. Dara Olbrun
::Olbrun finally arrives on the bridge, and she pauses at the door::

Lt. K'tarn
<smith>::sees k'tarn enter::

Lt StarDust
::makes sure that the guest quarters for the archaelogical crew were cleaned, sees that they were::

Lt. Dara Olbrun
<Denhorn> I would like that. ::he motions to the rest of his team to go to their quarters::

Cmdr. Bradley
Kisay: you don't read the mission briefings?

Lt. K'tarn
Smith: are you read?

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
:::::;begins to lead Denhom to a conference room that is waiting with tea and.......crumpets !::::::::

Lt. K'tarn
<jones>Co: Sir do you need us any more sir?

Lt. Kisay
Well Sir, Frankly.......  no....  ::::  Shrugs :::::  I think this may have been the first one with any importance pretaining to me.

Lt. JG Maverick
:: wakes up from unconciousness after falling off chair :: Ooowww

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
:::::enters the conference room and motions to Denhom to sit:::::::


Lt. Dara Olbrun
<Denhorn> :;smiles at the crumpets:: Captain: I see that you have an appreciation for the finer pleasures.

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
::::smiles::::::::

Lt. K'tarn
<smith>K'tarn: Aye sir

Lt StarDust
::makes sure that there are extra cleanings scheduled for the arch. team quarters...they just hate being dusty!:::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
Denhom: please, sit


Lt. Dara Olbrun
<Denhorn> ::waits for the Captain to sit as he pulls her chair out for her::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
<Captain's Steward>::::::::begins pouring tea::::::::

Lt StarDust
::also notes that the crumpets were placed in the conference room with the tea::

Lt. K'tarn
::watchs as shipmment apears::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
::::::sits::::a little  surprised at Denhom's gesture:::::::

Cmdr. Bradley
::stands and stares hard at Kisay::Listen, mister.  Your lack of decorum is not what we look for aboard this ship.  Here's a few thing you should know about being an officer here...

Lt. Dara Olbrun
::Olbrun sits down in her seat on the bridge, and is surprised that no one noticed her::

Lt. Taylor
::accessing database on planet Englar....::

Lt. Kisay
::::::  Stares back at the XO :::::  :::sips coffee::::

Capt. J. Crazyhorse
<Olbrun has a seat on bridge? don't tell Bradley ! LOL >

Cmdr. Bradley
1) we don't show up late for official functions

Lt StarDust
::sees the new conslor and nods::

Lt. K'tarn
Smith: MAke sure those rifles are secured!

Cmdr. Bradley
2)we always read our mission orders and mission breifings

Lt. Dara Olbrun
<Denhorn> ::sits down after the Captain:: Captain: I am grateful that you have agreed to have us aboard. And even more so after meeting your counselor.

Lt. Kisay
:::::  Nods ::::::
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